1. 

2. 

3. Please be careful not to over tighten the nut as this can distort the cogs in the movement and stop it from working.

4. 

5. Turn and wriggle the hour and minute hands whilst gradually pushing them onto the movement spindle, making sure they are pointing to the 12.

6. 

7. Please be careful not to destroy your clock movement by removing the second hand after it is fitted! The second hand fits VERY tightly and is NOT intended to be removed after fitting as this can pull the metal hand spindle out of the movement which WILL destroy the movement. For this reason please don’t push it on to the spindle too tightly, especially if you may want to remove it again.

8. Use the winder on the back of the movement to make sure the hands complete a full 12 hour cycle without touching together. If they do, just bend them slightly to move them apart then put in the battery.